1. Separate impact factors for reviews and primary research. Reviews tend to be cited more frequently than primary research. The gap is likely to widen as total publication volume grows, because references to reviews are often used as a short-hand way of citing primary material. Comparisons between primary and review journals are not meaningful. In addition, they are also problematic for composite journals such as this, which feature both primary research papers and reviews. At worst, such flawed comparisons may affect editorial and authorship strategy towards maximizing impact factors. As a remedy, we suggest assigning journals (and authors) two independent impact factors, one for primary papers and one for reviews. 2. Subject-based breakdowns. Comparisons of impact factors within subject areas are most meaningful. While clearly not as neat as a single number, a field-by-field comparison between journals would be much more informative and again it would alleviate any potential pressure to adapt editorial criteria to boost the journal impact factor. 3. Reclassification of journal subject areas. ISI does classify journals by area. Nature Cell Biology, for example, is sensibly included in the cell biology section, but not in the equally relevant biochemistry and molecular biology section. Surprisingly, Nature Medicine is included in both groups, but Genes & Development is not included in either. These subject areas are too general to be meaningful and should be refined considerably. General journals cannot be classified at all and we suggest that subject breakdowns within each journal are more meaningful.
Finally, given the inherent caveats, why not dispense with the customary three decimal places cultivated for impact factors, which suggest and unrealistic level of accuracy. The attraction of numerical ranking systems cannot be underestimated and all too often areas far more subjective than science -be it wine, restaurants or sport -are on the verge of succumbing entirely to their straightjacket. The citation index remains a powerful resource, but derived rankings must always be viewed within the relevant constraints. Although other databases, such as Crossref, will also allow bibliometric comparisons that increase confidence in such data, clearly it remains of paramount importance to let the scientific content of a paper speak for itself. If all this leaves a slightly bitter aftertaste, it may be worth rethinking percentile-based wine lists at the same time.
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